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No matter what we call them, all ways of brewing coffee are basically the same: Ground coffee is soaked in water 
until the water tastes good. In theory, at least, the only equipment you really need to make coffee is a mortar and 
pestle to grind the beans, an open pot, a flame and, possibly, a strainer. And if you cold brew coffee, you can even 

skip the flame.
It is a tribute to human imagination and lust for perfection, profit 

and sensory satisfaction that the apparently simple act of combining 
water and ground coffee and separating the grounds has produced so 
many ingenious variations and occupied so many brilliant people for 
so many hours over the past three centuries. 

The technology of coffee brewing has seen a particularly active 
wave of refinement and reexamination over the past several years, 
owing in part to improved technical understanding, in part to the 
sheer exuberance of today’s coffee community, in part to the opportu-
nities made possible by crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter. 

Most of the current innovations in home brewing are incremental 
refinements of established methods and technologies. They generally 
are improvements or refinements, not breakthroughs. Nevertheless, 
some have been game-changing in their impact on the cup and are 
mentioned in the following pages. And all are appealing in the way 
they express a spirited grassroots passion for coffee and invention.

Nevertheless, the sheer number of new specialty brewing products 
released or promised in 2020 alone makes it impossible to mention 
them all, much less offer a reasoned assessment of their potential. 
Check Howard Bryman’s columns in the free digital publication Daily 
Coffee News for notes on the latest coffee equipment reveals and 
Kickstarter liftoffs. When I do make recommendations in these pages I 
generally focus on products I have used myself. 

Substituting Motion for Heat. However, one genuinely different, 
21st century approach to brewing showed up in the late 2010s, though 
it has yet to demonstrate convincing commercial success. This is using 
motion rather than heat to accelerate extraction. This tactic in part 
evolved as a way of producing cold-brewed coffee in minutes instead 
of hours. See page 244. 
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An Overview of Brewing 
Variables and Issues 
What follows is a discussion of the five most important variables a 
home brewer can control, and how they impact the cup. Understand-
ing these variables and their effect is crucial for precision manual 
brewing, but some are useful even if you are using an automatic drip 
brewer of the conventional Mr. Coffee design. I’ve added some other 
important concerns like keeping the beverage fresh after brewing, 
water quality and filter style and materials. 

Note that the following overview applies to what in the industry is 
called “brewed coffee” — coffee brewed hot using common methods 
like drip and French press. It only partly applies to espresso brewing 
(coffee brewed by forcing hot water under high pressure through a 
tightly compacted bed of coffee; see Chapter 20), Turkish or Middle 
Eastern brewing (coffee prepared by boiling a finely ground, pow-
dery coffee and serving it with some of the grounds suspended in 
the brew) and cold-brewed coffee (coffee prepared by a very long 
extraction using chilled or room-temperature water rather than the 
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